FRENCH INDO-CHINA
viewpoint. The ignominious gabelk of the ancien regime had come
to life once more in a French colony. Salt had to be imported from
China, whither it had formerly been exported. The purchase price was
so low that more and more salt-workers went bankrupt.
In general the sale of salt improved both in price and in quantity.
The monopoly expired in 1910, and was thereafter sold directly. A rise
in the purchase price further contributed to help the salt-workers.
The modification brought about in 1921 did not effect any real improve-
ment. The discussions of the Grand Conseil, ten years later, reinforced
the complaints and the native preference for a direct tax to the mono-
poly. In 1929 \hQgdbeUe had brought 11,000,000 piastres to the budget,
but the natives still suffered from defective provisioning.
In 1931 it was proposed to have the salt-workers pay a fixed annual
sum to the fisc, after which they would be free to dispose of their
salt, and the Regie would be liberated from a great expense. Robin's
speech in 1935 showed that the salt R6gie was still criticized, especially
since the depression had affected the salt export trade. Too few stores
are authorized to sell salt, and there is still faulty co-ordination between
producer and consumer. It is certain that the Regie has not yet found
a definite formula. If the depression lifts the government can try more
radical experiments, but for budgetary reasons will not tamper with
it now except to improve its working mechanism.
A total disregard of the colony's real needs and the native viewpoint
bas characterized the creation and persistence of the three monopolies,
L0ug experience has finally impressed upon  the government the
of        political importance over their immediate fiscal interest.
What	the fisc a transient revenue if it cost French sovereignty
I&da-C&ina? Monopolies were established by a Governor anxious,
«t aB	to	Inclo-Qxina independent of the Metropole's
Pramce was grieved at the revelations of her policy's abuse,
but       to the point of underwriting the deficit that would result from
ill	A monopoly of inantifactore was destroyed first, then
shifted to the sales* mono-poly, which is still sustained bj
a	lofcby, albeit in modified form. The back of dbe
been bnoim by an economic cause—the vicious circle
%	forcing up 'the sales price, which in turn
thus diminishing the revenue retains
ftie	wablb t® pay for an increased personnel to
Tte	m; still profitable in terms of piastres*
•0ft until tie	of tie	has been radically Increased

